Atlanta Geological Society
Newsletter
Next meeting of the Atlanta Geological Society is
May 25, 2010
Fernbank Museum of Natural History (Clifton Road)
Social begins at 6:30 pm – Meeting begins at 7:00 pm

May 2010
Editor’s Prerogative

The May Meeting

A couple of issues ago I mused whether the
various large earthquakes that the earth has
experienced in the last couple of years were
related. Not being a seismologist, I made a
swag and said that they were probably not
directly related. After reading the abstract for
this month’s presentation, it appears that I
may shortly stand corrected.

Join us Tuesday, May 25, 2010 at the
Fernbank Museum of Natural History,
760 Clifton Road NE, Atlanta GA. The
pre meeting social starts at 6:30 pm and
the meeting will start at 7 p.m. The
speaker for the evening will be Dr.
Zhigang Peng, an Assistant Professor at
the School of Earth and Atmospheric
Sciences of the Georgia Institute of
Technology.

This month’s sponsors are the fine folks at
TestAmerica. Look elsewhere in the newsletter
for the contact information for Chanell
Slaughter, the local service center manager
and more information about TestAmerica and
their services. The AGS thanks them for their
support of this organization.

Remember that next month’s meeting is
the annual BBQ social. Be thinking of some
good door prizes to donate. See you
Tuesday.
Ben Bentkowski, Newsletter Editor
www.atlantageologicalsociety.org

The abstract for the presentation is:
Recent devastating earthquakes in Haiti,
Chile, China and Baja California have led
many people wondering whether the
current earthquake activity is unusual or
these events are somehow linked. In this
talk Dr. Peng will focus on the second
question, and show some new evidence
that seismic waves from large
earthquakes could trigger fault
movement thousands of miles away.
Look elsewhere in the newsletter for
more information about Dr. Peng, the
complete abstract and his research.
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AGS Members…The Professional Registration Committee Needs YOU…
Short biography of Zhigang Peng

If you are an AGS member and would like to contribute to the Professional Registration Committee by leading a
lecture on one of the subjects listed below, then please contact me either by e-mail or at the monthly AGS
mDr.
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_______________________________________________________
W
e do not "teach the test" our aim is to review fundamental concepts of the earth sciences and acquaint
candidates with industry specific information not easily obtainable from the literature. Please inform anyone
wABSTRACT
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FOR in
MAY
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Professional Registration Committee

talk to each other at large distance?
www.atlantageologicalsociety.org

Recent devastating earthquakes in Haiti, Chile, China and Baja California have led
many people wondering whether the current earthquake activity is unusual or these
events are somehow linked. In this talk Dr. Peng will focus on the second question,
and show some new evidence that seismic waves from large earthquakes could
trigger fault movement thousands of miles away. Examples include subtle fault
chatters (known as non‐volcanic tremor to seismologists) beneath the mighty San
Andreas Fault in California triggered by a magnitude 7.9 earthquake in Alaska in
2002, and the magnitude 9.2 catastrophic earthquake in Sumatra in 2002. In addition,
recent earthquakes in Chile and Baja California also triggered small to moderate
earthquakes in several geothermal regions in California. The underlying physics
behind such remote triggering, and its implications for earthquake hazard
assessments will also be discussed.

Dr. Peng’s research often focuses on earthquakes in California and Turkey. For more
related publications and detailed description of this research, please visit:
http://geophysics.eas.gatech.edu/people/zpeng/Research/
or
http://geophysics.eas.gatech.edu/people/zpeng/zpeng_paper/
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TestAmerica is the leading environmental testing firm in the United States, including 36
laboratories and 31 service centers. TestAmerica provides innovative technical expertise and
comprehensive analytical testing services. Specialty analyses include source and ambient air,
aquatic toxicity, explosives, specialty organics, dioxins, drinking water, sediments and tissues,
emerging contaminants, radiochemistry and mixed waste testing.
TestAmerica affiliate companies include EMLab P&K, the leader in analytical microscopy and
indoor air quality; QED Environmental Systems, Inc., the leading supplier of groundwater
sampling equipment and remediation pumping systems; TestAmerica Drilling Corp., provider
of innovative environmental and geotechnical drilling; and TestAmerica Air Emissions Corp.
(METCO Environmental), specializing in air emissions testing. TestAmerica currently employs
nearly 2,800 professionals dedicated to exceptional service and solutions for our clients’
environmental testing needs. For more information, contact:
Chanell.Slaughter@testamericainc.com
CHANELL SLAUGHTER
Service Center Manager
6500 McDonough Drive, Suite C‐10
Norcross, GA 30093
Tel 678.966.9991 | Cell 770.841.5003
www.testamericainc.com

DEEPWATER HORIZON NEWS
The Tragic news of the month has to be the evolving disaster in the Gulf of Mexico associated
with the British Petroleum/Transocean rig explosion and subsequent oil spill. This event is
now over a month old and there are many sources of news. One industry source is the website
RIGZONE, a petroleum focused website with a special section that focuses on exploration and
production news. It is there that one may learn the latest news such as BP will try a ‘top kill’
effort to plug the well as early as Tuesday. Interestingly, there was a link to a camera mounted
on a remotely operated vehicle that is monitoring the damaged riser. Not all the scenes are
dramatic. Sometimes it’s just stuff floating by on the current and not the oil streaming out of
the broken pipe.
http://www.rigzone.com/news/incident.asp?inc_id=1
http://www.bp.com/liveassets/bp_internet/globalbp/globalbp_uk_english/homepage/STAGIN
G/local_assets/bp_homepage/html/rov_stream.html
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Jupiter Looses one of its Stripes!
May 20, 2010: In a development that has transformed the appearance of the solar systemʹs
largest planet, one of Jupiterʹs two main cloud belts has completely disappeared.
ʺThis is a big event,ʺ says planetary scientist Glenn Orton of NASAʹs Jet Propulsion Lab. ʺWeʹre
monitoring the situation closely and do not yet fully understand whatʹs going on.ʺ

These side by side images of Jupiter taken by Australian astrophotographer Anthony Wesley
show the SEB in August 2009, but not in May 2010.Individual images: Aug. 4, 2009; May 8,
2010.
Known as the South Equatorial Belt (SEB), the brown cloudy band is twice as wide as Earth
and more than twenty times as long. The loss of such an enormous ʺstripeʺ can be seen with
ease halfway across the solar system.
ʺIn any size telescope, or even in large binoculars, Jupiterʹs signature appearance has always
included two broad equatorial belts,ʺ says amateur astronomer Anthony Wesley of Australia.
ʺI remember as a child seeing them through my small backyard refractor and it was
unmistakable. Anyone who turns their telescope on Jupiter at the moment, however, will see a
planet with only one belt‐‐a very strange sight.ʺ
Wesley is a veteran observer of Jupiter, famous for his discovery of a comet hitting the planet
in 2009. Like many other astronomers, he noticed the belt fading late last year, ʺbut I certainly
didnʹt expect to see it completely disappear,ʺ he says. ʺJupiter continues to surprise.ʺ Orton
thinks the belt is not actually gone, but may be just hiding underneath some higher clouds.
http://science.nasa.gov/science‐news/science‐at‐nasa/2010/20may_loststripe/
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Fernbank Museum of Natural History
Upcoming Public Programs and Events
(All programs require reservations, including free programs)

Fernbank
Museum of Natural History
767 Clifton Rd, NE Atlanta, GA
404‐929‐6400

Now Showing in the Fernbank
IMAX movie theater:
(Check our website for special screenings)
• Daytime Schedule:

Final
Weeks for
Forces of
Nature
(through
May 27)

For tickets and details on exhibits, films, and
events, please visit our website at
www.fernbankmuseum.org Follow us on
facebook or twitter for the latest news and
updates!
On Exhibit:
 Entrance Plaza, featuring a family of
Lophorhothon dinosaurs


Arabia
through
July 29

Geckos: From Tails to Toepads

Now Showing in IMAX:
(Check our website for special screenings)


Martinis and IMAX: Friday evenings,
5:30 p.m. – 10 p.m. Arabia and Ride
around the World.
o

Opening May 28: Bugs: A
Rainforest Adventure

Martinis & IMAX® is presented at the Fernbank Museum of Natural History every Friday evening, January
through November; from 5:30 p.m. to 10 p.m. Enjoy no cover charge when you visit us between 5:30 p.m. to
6:30 p.m. This event includes a wine bar, where featured wines can be purchased by the glass and by the bottle.
Dinner is also served in the Dining Room, where smaller parties can order chef-prepared dishes-from gourmet
pizzas to prime entrées-and dine together in a more intimate and sophisticated setting. Desserts and coffee are
available as well.
As always, a full cash bar is offered in the Great Hall where patrons can enjoy a lively atmosphere and musical
performances by some of Atlanta's best jazz artists. Bands perform live from 6:30 p.m. to 10 p.m.
IMAX® film tickets are $10. For those who wish to enjoy the atmosphere of Martinis & IMAX® without
attending a film presentation, there is a $5 cover charge after 6:30 p.m. The cover charge is waived for members
and patrons who purchase an IMAX® ticket. To purchase tickets in advance, call 404.929.6400.
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Fernbank Museum of Natural History
•

•

767 Clifton Rd, NE Atlanta, GA 404‐929‐6400
Special Exhibits On View:
Opening on May 28 in the Special Exhibition Hall:
Geckos: From Tails to Toepads Explore the amazing world of geckos in this
collection of more than 15 live gecko species and accompanying interactives
and media presentations.
Now Open in the Curators’ Corner: DeSoto’s Footsteps: New
Archeological Evidence from Georgia

Upcoming Public Programs:
 Reptile Day. Saturday, July 10, 10 a.m. – 3 p.m. Included with Museum
admission; free for members.
 Dinosaur Birthday Bash. Saturday, August 21. 10 a.m. – 2 p.m. Included with
Museum admission; free for members.
 Geckos Family Day. Sunday, June 6, 1 p.m. – 4 p.m. Included with
Museum ad mission; free for members.

Saturday, June 12 from 8 p.m. to midnight
Hosted by Artemis, Fernbank’s guild of young professionals
Live music by Kingsized
Special Appearance by the Dames Aflame
Spectacular Auction
Prize Drawing
Specialty Cocktails
Delicious Cuisine Provided by Proof of the Pudding
Cocktail Attire (Masks Encouraged)
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AGS Officers
President: Nils Thompson
nils.thompson@lbgatlanta.com
Phone (678) 594‐9893, Ext. 202
Vice‐President: Cassidy Evans
Phone (770) 492‐8230
ceevans@golder.com

AGS Committees
AGS Publications: Allison Keefer
Phone (404) 657‐8642
allison_keefer@dnr.state.ga.us
Career Networking/Advertising: Todd Roach
Phone (770) 242‐9040, Fax (770) 242‐8388
tdr@piedmontdrilling.com
Continuing Education: Currently Open

Secretary: Rob White
Phone (404) 463‐0679
robeth@bellsouth.net

Fernbank Liaison: Chris Bean
Phone (404) 929‐6313
Chris.bean@fernbankmuseum.org

Treasurer: Stacey Durden
Phone (770) 617‐1146
stacy.durden@gmail.com

AGS 2010 Meeting Dates
Listed below are the planned
meeting dates for 2009. Please mark
your calendar and make plans to
attend.
May 25 – Dr. Zhigang Peng, an
Assistant Professor at the School of
Earth and Atmospheric Sciences of
the Georgia Institute of Technology.
Do earthquakes talk to each other at
large distance?
June 30 – Annual Social – BBQ and
IMAX
July – No meeting

Field Trips: Josh Jenkins
Phone (770) 421‐3412
jljenkins@mactec.com
Georgia PG Registration: Ken Simonton
Phone: 404‐825‐3439
kws876@yahoo.com
Teacher Grants: Bill Waggener
Phone (404)355‐7377
wgwaggenerii@bellsouth.net
Hospitality: Tom Watson
Phone (678) 358‐6943
twwatson@mindspring.com
Newsletter Editor and Membership
Ben Bentkowski
Phone (404) 562‐8507
bentkowski.ben@epa.gov
Web Master : Kathaleen Bentkowski
kathaleen770@gmail.com
www.atlantageologicalsociety.org
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From the Onion, not necessarily news…

Geologists: 'We May Be Slowly Running Out Of Rocks'
RALEIGH, NC—A coalition of geologists are challenging
the way we look at global stone reserves, claiming that,
unless smarter methods of preservation are developed,
mankind will eventually run out of rocks. Geologists
theorize that areas like this may have once been filled with
rocks. ʺIf we do not stop using them up at our current rate,
rocks as we know them will be a thing of the past,ʺ
renowned geologist Henry Kaiser said at a press conference
Tuesday. ʺIgneous, metamorphic, even sedimentary: all of
them could be gone in as little as 500,000 years.ʺ ʺThink
about it,ʺ Kaiser added. ʺWhen was the last time you even
saw a boulder?ʺ
The scientists warned that, although people have long considered the worldʹs rock supply to
be inexhaustible, it has not created a significant number of new rocks since the planet cooled
some 3.5 billion years ago. Moreover, the earthʹs rocks have been very slowly depleting in the
last century due to growing demand for fireplace mantels, rock gardens, gravel, and
paperweights. Kaiser claims that humanity has ʺwreaked havocʺ on the earthʹs stones by
picking them up, carrying them around, and displacing them from their natural habitat.
ʺA rock can take millions of years to form, but it only takes a second for someone to skip a
smooth pebble into a lake, and then it is gone.ʺ Dr. Kaiser said. ʺPerhaps these thoughtless
rock‐skippers donʹt care if they leave our planet completely devoid of rocks, but what about
our children? Donʹt they deserve the chance to hold a rock and toss it up and down a few
times?ʺ Continued Kaiser, ʺWe are on a collision course to a world without rocks.ʺ
Geologist Victoria Merrill, who has been at the forefront of the rock conservation battle since
2004, said there are simple steps people can take to reduce their rock consumption. ʺOnly take
as many rocks as you absolutely need,ʺ said Dr. Merrill, author of the book No Stone Unturned:
Methods For Modern Rock Conservation. ʺAnd once you are finished with your rocks, do not
simply huck them into the woods. Place the rock down gently where you found it so that
others may look at the rock and enjoy it for years to come.ʺ

http://www.theonion.com/articles/geologists-we-may-be-slowly-running-out-of-rocks,17341/
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Geologists: 'We May Be Slowly Running Out Of Rocks' (cont.)
Merrill went on to point out that, even if there were some ʺmagic holeʺ in the earthʹs crust that
could miraculously spew out rocks every 10 years or so, modern societyʹs obsession with rocks
means that we would still run out of them far more quickly than they could be replenished.
ʺJust look at the pet rock craze: In 10 years, millions upon millions of rocks were painted,
played with, and discarded like trash,ʺ Merrill said. ʺLooking back, mankindʹs arrogance and
hubris is startling.ʺ
But critics of the movement have already begun to surface, claiming that Kaiser and his
colleagues are simply preying on peopleʹs fears of losing rocks. While acknowledging that we
should reduce our dependence on foreign rocks, many have argued that the current rock
supply could easily last for the next 2 million years, by which time technology will have
advanced enough to allow for the production of endless quantities of cheap, durable basalt.
Others who oppose the rock‐loss theory claim that rocks were put on the earth to be used by
humans in marble statues or kitchen countertops as they see fit.
ʺTake the Rocky Mountains, for example: Thereʹs plenty of rocks right there,ʺ Colorado
resident Kyle Peters said. ʺItʹs our right as Americans to use as many rocks as we need for
whatever purposes we decide, and no scientist is going to scare me into thinking otherwise.ʺ
ʺThis country was built on rocks,ʺ he added. ʺRemember that.ʺ
___________________________________________________________________________________

ACTUAL NEWS!
Meteorite that hit Cartersville house to be on display at Tellus
Science Museum
CARTERSVILLE, GA – A meteorite recently discovered in Georgia has a new home at Tellus Science Museum.
The meteorite arrived in loud fashion on March 1, 2009 with a sound a neighbor described as a sonic boom. It
then tore a hole in the roof of a home in Cartersville, Georgia, before crashing through the ceiling and ending its
cosmic journey on a bedroom floor. The house was unoccupied at the time.

The homeowner found the meteorite a few days later, but it wasn’t until August of last year that the rock was
brought to Tellus Science Museum for identification. “People are constantly bringing things into the museum
that they think are meteorites,” said Tellus Curator Julian C. Gray. “Curators can go through their entire career
and never see a real meteorite come through the door. It is a thrill to be part of the identification of the newest
Georgia meteorite.”
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Join the Atlanta Geological Society
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Membership Application/Information Update Form

Annual membership dues for the Atlanta Geological Society are $25 for professional membership,
$10 for students, and $100 for corporate sponsorship (which includes up to 4 professional
memberships). For further details, contact the AGS Treasurer:
Stacy Durden
Phone: 770‐617‐1146
Email: Stacy.Durden@gmail.com
Make checks payable to the “Atlanta Geological Society” and remit with the completed form to:

Atlanta Geological Society
Stacy Durden, Treasurer
2534 Centennial Commons View
Acworth, GA 30102
Name:__________________________________________________________________
Organization:____________________________________________________________
Address:________________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
Mailing Address:_________________________________________________________
__________________________________________________________________
Phone: (Work)

(Home) ________________ (Cell)_________________

Fax:
Email 1:
Email 2:

Ready to Serve the Society?
Remember that although we have officers and various standing committees, it is ultimately
the membership that keeps the Atlanta Geological Society active and growing. We have a
world of experience within our membership. Please consider volunteering. Your Atlanta
Geological Society needs you.

